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Jennifer: My name is Jennifer Stock, and I'm here on June 8, 1994
with Jan Smith. Um, could you say your full name?
Jan:

Jan Faye Smith.

Jennifer:
Jan:

All right, and you are married?

I am married.

Jennifer:

For ... how long? (laugh)

Jan:
(laugh) Well, this is my second marriage, and I've only been
married uh, three and a half years. But um, my first marriage, when
I was hired in at O-I, I was married for 23 years. And I was Jan
Faye Wright.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Um, and you have children?

I have three.

Jennifer:

Three children.

Jan:
They're uh,
grandchildren.
Jennifer:
Jan:

they're all grown,

and I also have uh,

three

Um, and what's your date of birth?

9-9 - 43.

Jennifer:

And um, your education level?

Jan: Uh, I'm a high school graduate with some college courses.
Jennifer:
Okay. That's that. (laugh) Now we can do whatever we
want. Um, where should we start? You have any place you'd like to
begin?
Jan: Oh, well, when I was first hired in. Uh, like I said, I was
hired in June the 30th, 1966. And uh, it was the first year any
black women was hired at the plant. Two years before, they hired
black men. Um, and then where do we go from here? (laugh)
Jennifer:

That's great. That's a great place to start.

Jan:
It um,
Never.
Jennifer:

it was,

it's an experience I would never forget.

Mmm-hmm~

Jan: I, as far as company people,
people, salary people.
Jennifer:

(laugh)

Right.

when I

say company,

I mean,

Jan:
I really never had any problem with them.
thought they was always r eal fair.
Jennifer:

None. To me,

I

Mmm- hmm.

Jan:
But uh, I did come across some problems with the workers
which, I guess, that's to be expected on any job with anybody.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

And uh, ...

Jennifer: Well, why don't you tell me about those problems. What
was that like? How did you hear about the job opening?
Jan: Well,
heard about
women, they
they wanted
Jennifer:

I heard about it from some of my girlfriends which they
it from church . When they wanted to hire the black
went to the churches or religious organization to uh,
what they called "their best black women".

Yes, the good black women.

(laugh)

Jan:
(laugh) We all had to have our high school graduate, and we
had to take tests which was a fi r st . They never had tests before,
at least, far as, to my knowledge, this was the first time they had
tests, and we all had to pass the tests and had to have high school
graduate. And we had to be a high school graduate. And like I said,
they come to the churches an-, uh, it was announced in church, and
this is where my girlfriends heard it. And when they got hired, I
heard it through them. So I just went down to apply .
Jennifer:
Jan:

Mmm- hmm.

And I was called, and I was tested and hired .

Jennifer: What was the test like? Was it on, uh, what could they
test you on? (laugh) Like an IQ test or like ...
Jan:
(laugh) Yeah, it was more like IQ test which had nothing to
do with the work in there, believe me, nothing. (laugh)
Jennifer:
(laugh)

Yeah,

uh-huh,

that's

what

I

wanted

to

know.

Yeah.

Jan: Yeah, but uh. Like, I mean, you know, with me bein' fresh
out ta high school, well, really one year a college, I had no
trouble with the test or anything, you know.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Sure.

But uh .. .

Jennifer:

Um, why did they, why did they decide to hire blacks?
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Was that a result of the uh ...
Jan:

Affirmative action.

Jennifer: ... pretty sure of that.(laugh)
(laugh)
Jennifer: How was that like? What was like the, what wa-, did you,
did you kn-, I mean, what did you know about things going in? You
know, what did you think was gonna to happen?
Jan:
I knew nothin'. I had nod-, idea, wha-, what it, the job
consist of; I didn't know what to expect. All I knew is I wanted to
work. And uh, with me bein' so young and naive, uh, you know, that
uh, it was no problem. I just went there, and I just worked.
(laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

I just done what I was told to do, you know.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah, were you in the selecting department?

I was in the selecting department. Yes.

Jennifer:
Jan:

(laugh) Yeah, right.

Did you stay in the selecting department there?

Uh, yes, the whole time I was there.

Jennifer: So, they hired a, how many like numbers, like how many
black people did they hire there at the uh, I mean, what kind of
influx are we talking about?
(sigh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

Do you have any idea [inaudible]?

Uh, ... (laugh)

Jennifer:

That's a huge factory.

(laugh)

Jan: True. This is true, an-, and I don't know. Like I was in the
hire-, the last group that was hired that year, so bu- ... I would
say outta each group that was hired, they hired, I don't know, I'd
say outta 20, outta each 20 people that was hired, they might 1 ve
hired five blacks. And to my knowledge, they hired over a hundredsome people that year. A hundred-some women.
Jennifer: Wow. They had a, was that a year they were putting in a
new furnace or was that uh, ...
Jan: Well, a lot of us was for vacation time, um. They said they
always did do a lot of hirin' in the summer, and it was for

vacation. And uh, I really don't know why they hired so many that
year.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Hmmm.

I don't have any idea.

Jennifer: 1966. Well, this was -er, uh, premium time [inaudible]
Jan:

Yeah, mm-hmm.

Jennifer:
Jan:

You mentioned ... I'm sorry.

No, I wasn't.

Jennifer:
Um, you
treatment reception?

mentioned

problems.

Socializing

problems,

Jan:
It was uh, well, I didn't really socialize with any of 'em.
It was more like on-the-job treatment, um. They were a little
unfair. Then there were some that uh, didn't want to work with you.
And um, I, I, I don't know what it is, but they always um, I don't
care how hard we worked, it was always like we wasn't doin' enough
(laugh) or we wasn't fast enough or you know.
Jennifer:

Sure.

Jan: I mean, this was just with some of 'em. Now some of 'em were
as, extremely nice. I can say that.
Jennifer:

Yeah, yeah, right, yeah, I know you're not.

Jan: But uh, I did run across, some of 'em were a little unfair.
They would not give you credit where credit was due. I don't care
how hard you worked or how much you went outta your way.
Jennifer: Mmm-hmm. So they used that as a form of discrimination
instead of overtly, they just ...
Jan:

Right.

Jennifer:
[inaudible]

... they

made

it

impossible

for

you

to

work.

So,

Jan: Which I did overcome it all though. I was there for 20-some
years (laugh) .
Jennifer:
Jan:

(laugh) [inaudible] ... get much better.(laugh)

(laugh)

Jennifer:
Um, did you have, did you see a difference between
treatment by uh, male and female workers too?

Jan:

Oh, definitely. Oh yes. (laugh)

Jennifer:

Tell me 'bout that?! (laugh)

Jan: I mean, there was no comparison. I mean, they just went outta
their way for the men.
Jennifer:

Mmm.

Jan: Uh, if they're were any breaks at all, they were for the men.
The men had all the higher paying jobs when I went there. Women
were only, we had the lowest pay rate there. And there was no room
to, I mean, there was no uh, movin' up at the time. In fact, all of
this happened while I was there where the women were put into the
higher payin' jobs. And it took one lady, I think her name was Opal
Mann ...
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yes .

. .. it took her 10 years in court. (laugh)

Jennifer:

(laugh)

Jan:
All this happened while I was there. And then I could see
where the women were moving up in the higher payin' jobs. And which
once we start movin' up, the job also become harder. We were
expected to do more. (laugh)
Jennifer:

Sure. Sure. Sure.

Jan: And a lotta the men gave us a hard time because I did move up
in one of the higher payin' jobs.
Jennifer:
Jan:

A production crew leader.

Jennifer:
Jan:

So you went to like uh, ...

Crew leader?

Mmm-hmm. Yeah, I re-, I, worked fif-, my last 15 years there.

Jennifer: Yeah, so um, so before Opal Mann, her suit, I understand
that women could make bids, but they just, they just, they weren't
even considered or were they able to make bids at all on the higher
jobs?
Jan: Well, with
bidding. I don't
that uh, yeah, I
had bidded on it
Jennifer:

I see.

me bein' fairly new, I didn't know much about the
~now if they bidded on them or not. All I know
think they were 'cause this is what happened. She
and was not awarded the job.

Jan: Yeah, yeah, they could make the bid on 'em, but at this time,
they would say, "You're not qualified." So you wouldn't get the
job.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Right.

You know.

Jennifer: Right. Yeah, that suit was a really important one, one
of its kind.
Jan:

Yeah.

Jennifer: Um, how did the women feel about this? Was there uh, a
lotta recognition of how badly (laugh) their con-, you know, they
were being treated vis-a-vis the men, or I mean, was there a lot of
awareness?
Jan:

I, believe it or not, I don't think it was ...

Jennifer:

Yeah?

Jan: and it still to this day when the plant closed, some of the
women (laugh) were against the other women movin' up. Now, I, I
never, I just cou-, I kid you not, and they would say, "Well, I
would rather work for a man any day, you know, than a woman."
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

You know.

Jennifer:

Yeah. Fascinating. Yeah.

Jan: (laugh) I know. But uh, this is some of the women down there.
This is just how they felt.
Jennifer:
Were these
more ... [inaudible]?
Jan:

or were

they

maybe

of

Yeah.

False consciousness.

(laugh)

(laugh)

Jennifer:
Jan:

older women

They were more the older women. Yeah.

Jennifer:
Jan:

the

Um, hmm. Did you know Opal Mann?

I knew her when I seen her. As far as ...

Jennifer:

I bet everyone knew her when they saw her.

(laugh)

Jan: (laugh) ... and I've, I think I worked with her a couple times,
but not really enough to get to know her.
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Jennifer:
Jan:

So you don't know that much about the suit?

(cough) No ...

Jennifer:

Hmm.

Jan:
... 'cause I think she didn't, she left not long after I got
in there, not too many years. Do you remember what day they said
she, what year she retired?
Jennifer:
No, no. Um, hmm. Pardon me for dwelling on the topic,
(laugh) ...
(laugh) That's okay.
Jennifer: but um, your treatment as a, as a black woman, um, was
it different from, was it, did you get different treatment from men
uh, as opposed to women? I mean, if you want to talk about, uh, I
mean you mentioned discrimination with uh, your supervisors, male
supervisors, I take it, telling you that your work, you had to work
harder and all that.
Jan:
Well, no, it w-, no-, not as much as the supervisors as my
co-workers.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Oh.

This was more from the co-workers. Believe it or not.

Jennifer: And they took it upon themselves to tell you about your
work. I mean, was that common? Did everyone cir-, critique each
other? Did they, I mean, uh, would it be common for a, I guess I'm
leading you. This is kind of a leading question.
(laugh)
Jennifer: Would it be, would it be common to hear a white man tell
another white man, you know, "you' re not doin' your job good
enough"? I mean, workers on, on the same, that are doin' the same
job. Are you [inaudible] ... ?
Jan: Common. Well, well, it was fairly common, believe it or not.
Becau-, well, if, especially if you were new.
Jennifer:
Yeah, I guess so. Did you learn more from your coworkers or from your supervisors?
Jan: Probly my co-workers. Wha-, whe-, I said, maybe, like I said,
I didn't have any trouble with the supervisors, maybe it's because
uh, I didn't get to know them, you know, ...
Jennifer:

Mmm.

Jan: I just knew of them. It was, it's not like they uh, uh, like
I said, I knew they were there, but, I mean, it's not like we
talked or socialized. Anything they said to me was strictly
pertainin' to the work or to give me an order or somethin' like
that, you know.
Jennifer:

Sure, business.

Jan: Right.
Jennifer:
Hmm. So tell me about the selecting department, about
your job there. Tell me about before you moved up to a crew leader
and afterwards, like, you know, like what you did.
Jan: Well, I was what they was called a selector. What we done was
we inspected the glassware and uh, we would discard the bad ware
and we would pack the good ware into cartons that was to be
shipped.
Jennifer:

And you were on your feet?

Jan: For eight hours standin' on cement. (laugh) Well, sometime,
we did get a light station. We wou-, i-, if we would get a light
station, it would be like 15 minutes out of, out of an hour.
Jennifer:
Jan:

What's a light station?

A light station is where you get to sit down ...

Jennifer:

Oh.

Jan:
... and select the,
along the assembly line.

the bad ware from the good as it goes

Jennifer: Why didn't they have everyone sitting (laugh) there all
the time? I mean, why do think you, or did you have to reach? Was
it--?
Jan: Well, yeah, you had to reach and uh, well, not only that, you
couldn't uh, you couldn't sit down to pack the ware. You had to be
standing.
Jennifer: So did, did some, some of the department like select and
then some people pack? Or did, was this everyone was selecting and
packing?
Jan:
Well, we all was supposed to select, but you could get a
better selection if you were at a light station. It was more
lighted.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Mmm.

You um, you could, you know, you could see the defect better.

Jennifer:

Yeah, right, sure.

Jan:
And uh, packing, where like I say, some of 'em would pack
and, most of the time, you didn't even have time to throw the
defect out if you seen it.
Jennifer:

Yeah?

Jan:
I mean, this how fast these bottles was comin', you know,
(laugh) it's non-stop.
Jennifer:

Yeah. (laugh)

Jan: So you're standin' there just bailin' 'em in. Many a times,
you could see a defect. If you stopped to throw it out, then
there's 10 bottles gone by ...
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah .

.. . and nobody to get 'em.

Jennifer:

(laugh)

(laugh)

Jan:
So you continue packin' . This is why they had the light
stations, for someone to get the bad ware out before it gets to the
packer.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Sure, sure.

You know.

Jennifer:
I see. Now did you do any of the s-, the work on like
the penicillin vials? I've heard about this where ...
Jan:

Yes.

Jennifer:
... they said, "Oh, it must've been terrible for those
women. Must've been awful for those women to do that!"
(laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

Was that terrible? (laugh-clear throat) Or was it ... ?

I-, it was, uh, it was fast, it was, yeah, it was terrible.

Jennifer:

Yeah? (laugh)

Jan:
'Cause you could stand there
line of bottles was yours, but all
and uh, to disting'uish yours from
that, and then it was just so fast,
shifts) in this one position, you

an-, and, where you just had one
these lines was comin' out here
somebody else's, you had to do
and you're standin' (microphone
know, all the time.

Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan: It was just so hard.
Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan:
You know. It,
terrible. (laugh)

come to think about that now,

Jennifer:
(laugh) How did you do that?
worker had their own line comin' out?

yes,

(laugh) So,

that was

each,

each

Jan: Yeah, when I, yeah, I, see, when I first went there, mostly
everything was um, wa-, was uh, w-, we went to the single line, but
before the single line, they was called the uh, what was it called?
I, w-, I don't know, but we packed off the layer is what the-, what
we done.
Do you remember what the other women told you it was
called?
Jennifer:
Well, I haven't talked to any other women about the
selecting department.
Jan:

Oh really?

Jennifer:

You just gettin' started, huh? (laugh)

(laugh)

Jan: Well, that's probly, that's probly ... Especially some of the
older ones, I guess they w-, we were called the straight layer is
what it was called.
Jennifer:

Uh-huh.

Jan: And uh, each person would have a certain amount of ware, you
know, to take off like one, two, ... It might be seven people on
there or six, two, four, six. Two on each side, two up the front,
and each person might have two or three rows to get off. And you
had to keep yours off.
Jennifer:

[Inaudible]

Jan: Yeah. And then we had the single lines where the ware would
come around the conveyor belt in a single line, you know, ...
Jennifer:

Right.

Jan:
... and this is when we had the light stations and we had
someone packin'.
Jennifer:

Mmm-hmm, mmm-hmm.

Jan:
[mumble] It was
might have, one, two,
selectors on there or
one line of bottles to

on a straight layer. And it was so fast. It
three, four, five, six, it would have eight
more, and each person would just have this
take off. That's just how fast it was goin'.
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Jennifer:
Yeah.
operation.(laugh)
Jan:

Wow.

I

mean,

I'd

like

to

see

that

in

(laugh)

Jennifer:
Um, you've heard about the, the line that the company
always uh, held before they were forced to let the women move up
that uh, that men couldn't go into selecting because they didn't
have the manual dexterity (laugh) required that women had
naturally?
Jan:

(laugh)

Jennifer:
twice.
Jan:

Have you heard that? I've been told that like once or

Uh ...

Jennifer:

That was the company's position.

Jan: Eh, i - , eh- , I, I don't know. No, I hadn't heard that, but I
didn't know what their reason was for not lettin' the men in there.
I figured it was 'cause ...
Jennifer:

Well.

Jan: ... it was the lower payin' job is why they didn't let the men
in there .
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah, yeah, I mean, that's the reason, but,

(laugh)

(laugh)

Jennifer:

Did you have any men workin' there for ... ?

Jan: Oh yeah. Eventually they uh, they had to, 'bout the same time
they start hirin' blacks, I think they were puttin' the men in the
selecting department.
Jennifer:
received?

Hmmm. And how were they treated there? How were they

Jan: Very well. Still, I think they showed favoritism towards them
then.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah? (laugh)

I mean, I, I kid you not, ...

Jennifer:

Yeah, I.believe ya.

Jan: if uh, like if they was to put a man in that position and he
couldn't do it, well, they would give him help.
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Jennifer:

Hmmm.

Jan: He would get extra help. Where the female, I mean, she had to
do it or die.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

(laugh) That was it.

(laugh)

Jennifer:
What kinda men um, were cons-, it was a lower paying
job, or were these men just hired in, newly hired into the plant
period, I mean, as a whole?
Jan: Ah, yes. These men, yeah, they were newly, they were hired in
off the street or into the position which would, which was new.
Most men were hired in the other departments ...
Jennifer:

Right, right.

Jan:
... in the higher payin' jobs. Just like uh, like I told you,
two years before they hired the black women, they hired the black
men. And in that two years, none of those black men were hired in
the selectin' department. They were all hired in, in the higher
payin' jobs also.
Jennifer:
Jan:

But two years later, ...

Jennifer:
Jan:

Hmmm.

But when they hired women, they ...

... they hired men in that, in the selectin' department.

Jennifer:
[mumble] So why did they, how did they do that legally,
that they kept it um, men only and then women? I wonder, wonder why
they did that first, you know? Do you have any idea they did it in
that order? Hired black men and then black women?
Jan:
You know, I really don't have any idea. I know I was told
that, (laugh) I guess they was just experimentin' or somethin' to
see how it would go with the black men. (laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah, yeah. I guess it went okay. I guess it had to.

Well, I don't know why they done it that way, but they did.

Jennifer:
So, was there a lotta, I mean, a lotta noise. There
wasn't much talkin' or, or interaction with other people during
your standing on the layer, was there or did you talk with the
other people?
Jan:

Oh yeah, you could talk.
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Jennifer:

Yeah?

Jan:
As long as you got your job done. But uh, there were some
that could talk, if they talked, they couldn't work. (laugh)
Jennifer:
(laugh) And so some who got pretty good at it, huh,
doing both?
Jan:

Right.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Doin' both? Yeah. Were you a quiet one or a, uh ... ?

When I first hired in, I was very quiet.

Jennifer:

Yeah, I bet.

Jan: Yeah, it took me a while. In fact, they thought I was antisociable, but uh, I was more so just tryin' to do my job, and to do
my job, I had to concentrate on what I was doin'.
Jennifer:

Sure.

Jan:
And um, but anti-sociable I wasn't. (laugh) Uh, I wish I'd
had a stayed the way I was. I, I was better off being quiet and not
socializin' or uh, minglin' or talkin' with 'em.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Oh yeah?

And oh yes, much better.

Jennifer:

(laugh)

(laugh)

Jan:
'Cause once I, once I start like you say, well, socializin'
with 'em or talkin' with 'em and uh, I really thought they were my
friends, you know, I really made that mistake with a lotta of 'em.
Jennifer:

Mmmm.

Jan: And then I was proven wrong. (laugh) In fact, when I worked
there was the first time in my life that I had ever missed a
night's sleep, I mean, where I could go to bed and couldn't sleep.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

I'd come home and cry. (laugh)

Jennifer:
(laugh)
huh, in your life?

Yes, yes. So these were the first hard times,

Jan:
Yes, yes they were. Yep. I, to this day, they probly don't
know that, wha-, what I went through.
Jennifer:

No. How were you proven wrong?

Jan:

How was I proven wrong?

Jennifer:
Jan:

I mean, is this too personal?

I mean ...

Jennifer:

About your, uh, uh, the friendships you were making?

Jan:
Oh, well, because like I said, uh, like in the plant, like
when we was on our break, we would socialize or any social
functions that the plant had, we would socialize together, and you
know, and uh, like I said, I thought they were my friends. But
then, they showed their true colors when I would meet 'em outside
the plant with their family or friends and they didn't know me.
(laugh)
Jennifer:

Period.

Jan:
Yes, I mean, they actually not know me, would not speak. I
kid you not. I never, I couldn't believe it. I just couldn't
believe it, but it uh, they did. And to this day, some of 'em still
do.
Jennifer: That you have known and worked with for years and years
and years?
Jan:

I've had them eatin' outta my hands.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yes. (laugh)

(laugh) And then I'd see 'em with their family . . .

Jennifer:

Yes.

Jan:
... I mean, they'd just go outta their way not to speak. And
you know what, that's one thing that I never ask 'em and a lotta
people say I should have . . I like to really know why, what
difference, I mean, what difference does it make? What's wrong with
sayin' hello?
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

You know? (laugh)

Jennifer:

What's that mean? What's that mean? What's it all a-?

Jan:
Why is it and the very next day, I would see them in the
plant, they were right up in my face again ...
Jennifer:

Right .

. .. bein' real nice.

Jennifer: And not even thinking that they might have offended you
very, very deeply.
Jan:

Right.

Jennifer:
Yeah, that, that must even have been a
painful, you know, to ... ?

little more

Jan:
That hurt me worse than anything really. But like anything
else, I got used to it. I come to expect it.
Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan: Out of certain ones. And there were some that I didn't even
have contact with in the plant, and I could see them out and uh, I
mean, you know, sometime I wouldn't even see them. They would see
me first. And they would go outta their way to speak. (laugh)
Jennifer:

(laugh)

Jan:
But tha-, that's all right.
thought was my friends that hurt.
Jennifer:
Jan:

It's the ones that I

really

Yeah.

You know.

Jennifer: Yeah, what kin-, how long did this process take, this,
this um, epiphany that you had, this the-, uh, you know, this
experience?
Jan:
It really,
(laugh)
Jennifer:

it really took years before it really sunk in.

Really, really?

Jan: Yeah. It was years. It had to happen several times before it
hit me and not to upset me or bother me because at first it, I
mean, it used to just, had me so upset, and I mean, I was just in
disbelief.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

But uh ...

Jennifer:
Yeah, and that must've made goin'
know, so difficult. Just seeing these people.
Jan:
It
did make
name was
supposed
uh, some

back to work,

you

did, it really did. 'Cause uh, and the-, then one day I
a statement about it. This one lady in particular, her
Margaret, I'm almost sure that was her name. Now she was
to've been such a Christian. And it come up one day that,
of the people were usin' foul language, and they were

sayin', "Well, I don't say this in front of Margaret and I don't do
this in front of Margaret. Margaret's a Christian," this and that.
I said, "Well if Margaret's such a Christian, why is it when she's
out with her family, she can't speak?" (laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

Well, it got back to Margaret. (laugh)

Jennifer:
Jan:

Oh really?

Oh yes!

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yes (laugh). Real quick.

From then on, she would always speak when we were out.

Jennifer:
Jan:

(laugh)

So you chatised her!

That's good.

(laugh)

Jennifer:
That's cool. That's interesting. Was she doing this
because she was repentant or was she afraid of her Christian
reputation?
Jan: I think it was her Christian reputation. I really think that
was why.
Jennifer:
Did you go to a lotta the social activities that the
plant sponsored? I mean, I've heard all kinds ...
Jan:

I did.

Jennifer:

Did you?

Jan:
Uh, yes, I think all the wild stuff had stopped evidently
when I got there.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Because I didn't really attend any of the wild parties.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Oh what ... (laugh)

(laugh)

Jennifer:
Jan:

Was there wild parties?

Oh yeah, I've heard about 'em.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Mmmm.

All I've heard about are like buffalo roasts.

I didn't know anything 'bout no buffalo roast.
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(laugh)

Jennifer:
They roasted buffalos at one point,
parties? (laugh)

I, anyway. Wild

Jan:
(laugh) Oh gosh yes. With the clubhouse and all they had.
They had some wild parties. They used to party down there hearty is
what I hea-, I understand. I didn't attend the parties when I first
went down, but uh, the more years I had in, the more parties I
attended . And which uh, nothin' really wild happened when I was
there. In fact, I would think they was pretty boring. (laugh) I
guess all the fun was outta 'em, I don't know. (laugh)
Jennifer: (laugh) The heart was out of 'em. Um, yeah, there was a
lotta drinking, I mean, was there a lotta drinking. Did you see a
lotta it? Especially in the bars and outside.
Jan:

Oh yeah. There was, I mean, the drinking was inside there.

Jennifer:

There was drinking inside the plant?

Jan: Are you kidding? Some of those guys could not, they could
not function without drinking.
Jennifer:

Wow.

Jan: Now, that's the honest truth. Uh, and then there was some of
the women. Um, we had one lady 'til she retired, she was drunk
every day she worked. (laugh)
Jenni fer:

(laugh)

Jan: And her shift foreman said she was the best quality inspector
he had.(laugh)
Jennifer:

(laugh) Some quality inspector.

Jan: So, she never missed work, but uh, and then tha-, there was,
I mean, you could just smell it on 'em.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

You know.

Jennifer:

Sure.

Jan: But I think it was more men drinking that the women, I really
do, as far as I could see.
Jennifer:

Interes~ing.

Jan: But uh, then they really cracked down on the uh, drinking and
drugs and all because later they started hiring a lotta the young
people, and uh, they said they were, they were into drugs. I don't
know. They said they were smokin' marijuana on the job and

everything. I didn't know how marijuana smelled, so I don't know it
they were smokin' it or not. (laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

But this is the thing they're saying.

Jennifer:

Huh.

Jan:
But they start, uh, some of the guys, I don-, I think even
some of the women had to go to uh, rehab, you know, to keep their
jobs.
Jennifer: Oh wow. Were they caught or were they recommended, were
they uh, pushed (laugh) into these ... disciplinary ...
Jan: Uhhh ... well, it finally began to affect their job, and they
knew they were comin' in there with it on 'em. You could smell it
on 'em and all. And they gave 'em a-, the option to um, get it
cleaned up.
Jennifer:

Wow. Yeah.

Jan: Yeah. We had several of 'em had to go to, to the rehab. They
did give 'em a chance. I don't if they was any they really, well,
in fact, I think they did. There was a couple of 'em they fired for
drinking.
Jennifer: Hmm. Hmm. So we're talking about socializing. Um, so you
said management and workers didn't have much contact with each
other that you saw? The management and the workers?
Jan: Yeah I was the, now I didn't have much contact with it, and
then uh, well, yeah, we had, they had quite a bit. I just didn't
until I moved up to my production crew leader. You have to work
with them then.
Jennifer: Yeah. Well, tell me about um, crew leading. Tell me how
you got that and what the bidding was like.
Jan: That was another job you bid on. The first I bid on it, I got
back-up. And uh, this was before a lotta the women started. There
was some women, you know, some of 'em still were scared to bid on.
A lotta 'em wouldn't bid on it, but I bid on it. I only had 10
years service, and I got it. (laugh)
Jennifer:

(laugh) Yeah? You got it cheap, so to speak, yeah?.

Jan:
Yeah, and everybody was just surprised and uh, I was, they
laughed when I got · it. Some of 'em thought, "Oh, she'd never make
it. II
Jennifer:

Sure.
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Jan:

You know.

Jennifer:

Sure.

Jan: And um, there was some that absolutely refused to do what I
told 'em to do even after I got the job.
Jennifer:

Really?

Jan: Oh yes. I mean, they just come right out and told me. I think
they were more, it wasn't so much as my color which it was my color
and my age, with them bein' there so many more years and bein' so
much older, uh, I just had, some of 'em just was not, I mean, they
just refused to do what I ask 'em to do. We had meetings about it,
and uh, they were told they had to do, I was the crew leader, I was
their boss, they had to do what I told 'em to do.
Jennifer:

Right, right. Didn't help?

Jan:
Uh, it helped at the time . You know, at the time that it
happened and they were told. They, you know, the rest of the day,
it was done~ But um ...
Jennifer:
time??
Jan:

females,

crew leaders ... at this

Oh yeah.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Were there other uh,

Yeah?

Oh yeah.

Jennifer:

What, what were you doin' at the-? What was this job?

Jan: This production crew leader is where you oversee a crew. Uh,
you would tell them their functions, and I would tell them what was
bad and what was good and what to pack. I had to keep up with the
production. I had to keep a record of all of this.
Jennifer:

Oh, so you had paperwork?

Jan: Yeah. Mmm-hmm. And uh, I had uh, to gauge my ware. Um, I had
instruments where I gauged my ware to make sure it was certain
heights, roundness, you know. Um tha-, that's basically what a crew
leader's job was. I tell you what, I got a better description of it
on my uh, resume (laugh) (walks away)
Jennifer:
Jennifer:
(laugh)
Jan:

(Laugh) Okay, all right. (microphone is shifted)
Production crew leader,

all

right.

Let's hear it.

I supervised nine employees on the assembly line. There was

nine or more. I received work orders and delegated special job
assignments. I monitor production line activities. I operate a IBM
computer to enter daily production and inventory information. Kept
records, kept written and computer records on an inputted and
output-, and an output production of all machinery and amount of
defects glassware discarded. Check hourly production orders with
computer data to verify that amount corresponding. Deal efficiently
with problems as they arose on the assembly line. (laugh)
Jennifer:

(laugh) Why sure!

Jan: [inaudible] consistently met production goals. (laugh) I took
a class to learn how to write that. (laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

Oh yeah? (laugh) Resume writing is tricky. It is.

It is.

Jennifer:
'Cause if you're modest, if you're even a little bit
modest, you can't do it, you know,
'cause you just have to
exaggerate ... [inaudible]
Jan: Oh yeah. She said use a lot of uh, adverbs and adjectives or
sornethin'. (laugh)
Jennifer:

(laugh) And mention the computer stuff, huh.

(laugh)

Jan: (laugh) She insisted I put that in there. Uh, she said that
might help me land a job one day.
Jennifer:

Yeah, yeah. So are you lookin'? Have you been applyin'?

Jan: Uh, yes, we have to, but urn, I finally decide, I've already
enrolled in Marshall. I'm 'onna take a computer technology , two
years. In fact, I' rn in a night class now, or evening class,
introduction to computers right now.
Jennifer:

Yeah? How's that goin'?

Jan:
Uh, I like it, I like it so far. And the teacher, she is
just, I mean, she is just so enthused. She is just so excited about
it herself. She says she loves it and she loves teachin' it and so
she's all up in the air, so she keep all of us up in the air.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah. Yeah. That's great.

It's very interesting. Very interesting.

Jennifer:
Good. That's wonderful. That's a good thing. Are you
getting that funded through the uh, ... ?
Jan:

Yes ...

Jennifer:

Yeah.
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Jan:

... the state because of our ...

Jennifer:
Jan:

... Right.

Jennifer:
of this?
Jan:

Yeah. Is there a lot of other workers taking advantage

Not a whole lot. I think.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Termination?

Not a whole lot?

I don't know if it's a hundred. I think they said 90-some.
Somethin' like that that was goin' to school.

Jennifer:

Hmmm.

Jan: Well, see what it is, a lot, a lot more would go, but what
happened is which we, everybody fully understand, which I didn't
myself, I was just lucky. Within 13 weeks after we lost our job, we
had to enroll in school.
Jennifer:

Thirteen weeks, that's 3 months.

Jan: So, it just so happened I enrolled in Marshall and took some
classes, and now it qualifies me to go to school for two years to
continue to draw my unemployment.
Jennifer:
Ohh. So you're drawing your unemployment and you're
getting your college funded?
Jan:

Two years.

Jennifer: Wow. And just because you, you didn't know about this in
the beginning, you just said, "I gotta go." [inaudible]
Jan:

(laugh)

Jennifer:

That's ama-, well, that's cool. That's great.

Jan:
And 'ere' s some of 'em, 'ere' s a lot ta 'em didn't fully
understand that. They was just gonna enroll this fall and go to
school, and they thought ...
Jennifer:

Right, wait a little while.

Jan:
... they thought they would be eligible for their
unemployment. But they're not. They could go to school if they want
to, but they won't draw any money. Well, some of 'em, it's husband
and wives. Now how can they go to school and not draw any money?
Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan:

You know?

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah, yeah, yeah.

So. It's rough.

Jennifer:

Yes, it is. How did you hear about the plant closing?

Jan:
(laugh) Uh, well, really, my niece called me from work. I
just had got off that night? Yes, I just had got off 7 o'clock that
morning. And uh, I was up at bed sleep. My niece called me from her
job now. (laugh)
Jennifer:

Yeah?

Jan: Someone she work with husband worked down there. Ten o'clock
in the rnornin', she called me and told me that they had announced
that the plant was closing .
Jennifer:

Wow .

Jan: I said, "Well, I just got off."
(laugh)
Jennifer:

I said, "I just left work."

(laugh)

Jan: I said, "Nobody told me anything." She said, "Well, it's all
over the media that uh, they're closin' in 90 days." And I mean,
there was no more sleepin' 'at day.
Jennifer:
Jan:

(laugh)

(laugh)

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah. Yeah.

That was time to talk to everybody you knew.

(laugh)

(laugh) Yes, so I mean, that's how I heard about it.

Jennifer: From the T.V. then. Well, from friends but ... They told
the media, you think, before they, well, you know, before
they ... [inaudible]?
Jan:

Oh yeah.

Jennifer:

Why do think they did that?

Jan: Well, see that's another thing I couldn't understand. I had
told some of 'em urn, when I went to work that night, 13 was in
there at 11 0 1 clock at night. _ _ _ _ . I said, "Why is the news
people down here this late at night?" So evidently they were
tellin' them then.
Jennifer:

Yeah. Yeah.

Jan:
So. Yeah, they told the media before they told us. But a
lotta the, lotta the employees had kept tellin', they tried to tell
us. We just wouldn't listen.
Jennifer:

You think so? Yeah?

Jan: Oh yeah. The-, th-, they did. And we didn't wanna hear that.
We didn't wanna listen.
Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan:
And uh, and we had never been through anything like this
before. So some us really didn't see it comin'.
Jennifer:

Yeah?

Jan: We knew there was trouble, but uh, I mean, I know myself and
there was more that really did not want to see it comin', and we
just didn't, we just, we just set it out.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah? Absolutely.

Until it happened.

Jennifer:
Well, tha-, I've heard that uh, like for the last 30
years it's been in operation, there's been rumors.
Jan:

They've been sayin' that.

Jennifer:

It's gonna close, it's gonna close.

Jan:
Yeah, that's true too, but some of the things that was
happen in' had never happened before when I was there. ( clear
throat) Like uh, I mean, well, the way we had to work for one thing
which was unpossible, impossible, the way they had us working. Not
enough help, sometime we were standin' in glass up to our knees.
Jennifer:
Jan:

I swear, yes.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Your knees?

My god.

(laugh)

(laugh) Oh, I can't imagine. So, when did these, it,
Jennifer:
these, uh, these things that had never happened before um, these
apparently really bad things, when did, wha-, when do you remember
them first getting really acute, you know?
Jan:

Really when the new management come in.

Jennifer:

When Silvis?

Jan: Yes, in, oh yes. (laugh) And his group of people, yes. When
they come in, I mean, things that happened at that plant has never
happened before. Like the ware, I mean, we've always made good
ware. Some of it would be so bad. Well, we would run it in the hole
for days, for weeks at a time. Had never done that before. Well,
I mean, we get a new job or mold change or somethin'. The most it
ever run bad was maybe two or three shifts, you know, at the most.
Jennifer:

Mmm- hmm.

Jan:
Most of the time, within hours, we were ready to pack our
bottles.
Jennifer:
Now I'm not sure what we're talkin'
hour, a, a shift to what? To, like to get the ...

about here.

Two

Jan: Like if we get a new job order which, they call a mold change.
Jennifer:

Right, right.

Jan: It might just take us two or three hours or sometime, or like
I said, maybe no longer than two shifts. And we would have this
bottle ready to pack.
Jennifer:

Oh, I see.

Jan: You know, to ship to the customer. Well, it got to the point
where we never could make any good ware . (laugh)
Jennifer:

(laugh)

Jan:
I mean, like I said, we was throwin' it away for days at a
time. Sometime weeks.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yes.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Throwin' it away?

Because it was no good?

It was no good.

Jennifer:

And you couldn't get it fixed?

Jan: We couldn't get it fixed . Weeks, days at a time. And where um,
we had our batch sabotaged, it had to've been. (laugh)
Jennifer:

(laugh)

Jan:
They had like the wrong color goin'
tank, you know, .. ..

in one,

in the wrong

Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan:
... like the amber goin' into the flint, stuff like that. We
w-, nev, we never had problems with that before.
Jennifer:

You think it was sabotage?

Jan:
Oh yes. (laugh) They come here to close us down. They come
here to do that.
Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan: You know, and like we uh, the stones, which is little rock,
we had stones you wouldn't believe. And 'at's somethin' we couldn't
ship aw-, either because, I mean, with stones, you put liquid in it
and they gonna break, especially at a pressure.
Jennifer:
Jan:

What's stones?

Stones is, it's like little rocks in the glass.

Jennifer:

Okay. Oh okay, defects.

Jan: Mmm-hmm. And we had so many stones, you just had to run the
ware in the hole for weeks at a time.
Jennifer:
Weeks at a time? So you knew that you weren't doin'
anything, that all you were doin' was lookin' at this glass that
was. Did they recycle this glass when they, or was it ... ?
Jan:
Well, yeah, they did. They recycled but, I mean, you think
about it. You're recyclin' bad ware. (laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

[inaudible]

So you really just gettin' it back again.

Jennifer:

(laugh)

(laugh) Yeah, absolutely.

Jan: But you had to do somethin' to 'liminate the stones, I mean,
i-, it was just ...
Jennifer:
And th-, an-, until they did that, it wouldn't matter
how many times they ran it through, huh?
Jan:

Right.

Jennifer: I see. I see. Wow. So when did, when did he begin, when
did that management begin? When did they come in? I don't know
about that.
·
Jan: Oh, now I'm not very good on dates. You'll run across some of
'em that could give you the dates.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

Months, I mean, down, but now I was no good at that.

Jennifer:

Hmmm.

Jan:
I didn't really keep up with dates or anything. But I guess
the last three years ...
Jennifer:

Three years .

... things has really been goin' down.
Jennifer: That's all I need to know. Um, yeah, I've heard things,
you know, I've heard that his attitude and his people's attitude
was real um, uh, they didn't listen to everyone that worked at the
plant, you know, they um, wouldn't listen to reason, um, and made
things happen which were totally insane. (laugh)
Jan:
This is true. It really is. They come in there and I mean,
even without, they just come in to change the plant. They just come
in and just changed everything. You know.
Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan:
And uh, and now we know why they done it. (laugh) No, they
wouldn't listen to anybody there like I said, and we were more
experienced with that plant.
Jennifer:

Sure.

Jan: And uh, they just came in and changed everything, and tha- ,
that's when it just started goin' downhill.
Jennifer:
Di-, did you see any evidence of um, um, uh, other
illegalities going on, any rumors of embezzlement, rumors of uh,
any criminal action by this Silvis and his management? What were
the rumors ___ that went around?
Jan:
Well, as far as, none, I mean, they had said 'bout, I had
heard couple times somethin' they said we had, they had misplaced
a million here and a million there or whatever, you know. But as
far as uh, anybody bein' accused of where, where it went, I hadn't
heard anything like that until the plant closed.
Jennifer:

And then there's been talk about it, I mean ...

Jan:
Oh yeah, there's been all kinda talk about it. Um, 'bout
embezzlement, yeah. But, uh, as far as it hit the news or, or me
knowing anything concrete, I don't, I don't know that. I can only
go by what I hear, you know.
Jennifer:

Yeah.

I

don't think anybody knows anything concrete

about that as far as [inaudible].

(laugh) Um,

(cough)

SIDE ONE OF TAPE ENDS
Jan:
Uh, or's some way or 'nother they thought they were makin'
the best choice because of our location, because of us period. You
know, bein' West Virginia, no, we get uh, (laugh) ...
Jennifer:
Jan:
know,

(laugh)

... they think were just a bunch of dumb hillbillies.
(laugh).

You

Jennifer:
Speaking of that, (laugh), no doubt. Um, speaking of
that, did hear th- , what Caperton said about, have you heard 'bout
that?
Jan:

Caperton?

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

Yes.

Jennifer: Why did he say that? Well, did you hear it, did you see
it? I can't believe that he actually said this.
Jan:

Well, I think it was blown outta proportion.

Jennifer:

Hmmm.

Jan: I-, it really was, and I didn't take offense because I didn't
feel like I was in the category.
Jennifer:
Jan:

We-, what was it he said exactly?

He, they were, he was, they said he said we were illiterate .

Jennifer:

Right, right.

Jan:
What he said was we did not have the skills of today to go
out in the work force ...
Jennifer:
Jan:

Oh, oh.

... which is true.

Jennifer: Oh, so he didn't say you were illiterate? He didn't sa-,
u-, utter that word that you were illiterate, you know, 'cause
that's pretty black and white. (laugh)
Jan:

(laugh)

Jennifer:

Like ...

Jan:
He might have used the word.
wrong. He did use the term.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Th-,

that was what he done

He used it to mean ...

Yes.

Jennifer:

Ahhh.

Jan: And uh, they took it to heart down there. I didn't. But what
he meant we was illiterate ...
Jennifer:

In today's ...

.. . as far as today's skills ...
Jennifer:
Jan:

Ahh.

... which is true. I mean, we been down there 20-somethin' ...

Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan: ... I been down there, some of us been down there 40 years, 45
years, they don't know what's goin' on out the-, out here today. We
had some computer, and uh, very few of us had that. Most of the
crew leaders, we did have computer, but it was, it always pertained
to what was in that plant and that glass. It's not somethin' we
could take and use somewhere else.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Sure.

You know.

Jennifer: Sure, sure, yeah. It was heavy manufacturing uh, plant.
(laugh) There aren't any more of those. (laugh) It doesn't seem
like.
Jan:
(laugh) True. And uh, a lotta of 'em took it to heart. And
they were hurt, they were upset. It hasn't upset me yet. (laugh)
Jennifer:
(laugh) Well, I, now I understand what he said. Okay.
'Cause I could not, I could not conceive even uh, you know,
Caperton saying such a thing.
Jan:
did.

I know. Caperton used the wrong choice of words. He really

Jennifer:

Yeah, y~ah. And it was a vulnerable time too.

Jan: Right. Right. And uh, he said whatever information he got, he
got it from the people at the plant. You know, the uh, then, then
there, surprisingly to me, there is a lotta of 'em down there that
does not have a high school education.

Jennifer:

Yeah, yeah?

Jan: You know, and it did not take a high school education to do
that work down there. I mean, some of the other jobs, and you do
move up, like there was some of 'em could not be a crew leader
because they could not read or write ...
Jennifer:
Jan:

Quickly enough.

You know, they didn't, you know ..

Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan:
I mean, it's not that they couldn't read or write, but they
couldn't do it efficiently enough for the job ...
Jennifer:
Jan:

You know, to do the job.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah, yeah.

Comfortably enough.

Right. There was some down there that couldn't.

Jennifer:

Oh really. Yeah, yeah, sure.

Jan:
And uh, like I said, when uh, when all this come out, and
some of the ones really shocked me that did not have a high school
graduate, they were not have high school graduates.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah?

Did you find out about these things after?

I did, not until the plant closed.

Jennifer:
And then everyone,
talkin' about what to do?

how did

you

find

out?

Jan:
Everybody start talking. It was comin' out who
their diploma, and uh, some of the ones that was going
this time. You know, they felt like they better, they
takin' classes to get their GED. And then some of 'em
it in the paper which I never would have. (laugh)
Jennifer:

Everyone

didn't have
to get it at
were goin',
spoke about

Oh, my goodness! (laugh)

Jan: [inaudible] They actually come forward. Well, I said well, I
think, you know, I would've kept it quiet and went and got mine
without anybody kn9win' about it.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

But everybody's not as proud as I am maybe.

(laugh)

Jennifer:
(laugh) Well, or as smart, I mean, you know, what does
that say to future employers?
Jan:

Yeah.

Jennifer:
Jan:

No, but yeah, huh, yeah, we've spoken to a few people.

(laugh)

Jennifer:

Eighth grade, ninth grade.

Jan: You know, that's another thing, that, that when they told me,
when they hired me in as a black woman, I had to have ...
Jennifer:

Oh right.

Jan: And then this one girl that was hired in with me, she's just
uh, gettin' her GED since she's uh, since I've worked with her. And
this one girl, she made it a point to tell me, she said uh, she
said, you kn- , I mean, she was hired in with me the very same day.
Jennifer:

Hmmm.

(cough)

Jan:
And she told me that doesn't have any more than a seventh
grade education. I mean, she made it a point to throw this in my
face.
Jennifer:

Mmmm. Lovely.

Jan: (laugh) Which at that time,
couldn't care less. (laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

(laugh) Yeah.
(laugh)

Fine. Yeah.

Yeah. So, but. I don't know.

Jennifer:
Jan:

I was so tired I

If she had her high school education or not.

Jennifer:
Jan :

she told me,

Hmmm. Interesting.

(laugh)

(laugh)

Very.

Jennifer: Um, let's uh, get back a little to you. Um, you worked
rotating shifts.
Jan:

Mmmm, right . .

Jennifer: Um, what was that like for family. I mean, how did you,
how did you juggle everything is the question I'm asking, I guess.
You know.

Jan:
I managed, but uh,
children. I had three.
Jennifer:
Jan:

uh,

you

manage by,

you

deprive your

Mmm-hmm.

And if it wasn't for my mother, I never would've made it.

Jennifer:

Really?

Jan:
Where, uh, when I hired in down there, my oldest was just
two, and I had one nine months, ...
Jennifer:

Shewww. Ohh.

Jan:
... and I had one when I was there. So, with them bein' small
and outta school when I first start working, I'd just wrap 'em up
in blankets and take 'em to my mother's home. She didn't work
Jennifer:

Mmm-hmm.

Jan:
... and my daddy was retired, so I just took 'em there. And I
would take a week supply of food and clothes. And uh, I would pick
'em up, I mean, they would sleep, you know, at my house or in, you
know, next mornin' I would take 'em over or that afternoon or
whatever I had to take 'em.
Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan:
I never woulda made it without my mother. And then again,
like you say, you, you deprive 'em a lot. It's a lotta school
activities you don't get to go to.
Jennifer:

Yeah, yeah.

Jan: And uh, it makes 'em grow up a lot faster because 'ere's so
much they have to do for themselves.
Jennifer:
Sure, sure. Did they always appreciate what you were
doing? Did they go through a phase of resenting your job?
Jan:
You know, I don't know, they never did resent my job. No,
. No they didn't understand when they did get older and I didn't
have a babysitter, they never understood that I had to sleep durin'
the day.
Jennifer:

Mmmmm. Mmm-hmm. Yeah.

(laugh)

Jan:
(laugh) So 'gardless a how many times I told them, if it was
somethin' they needed or wanted, they were right there.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

Yeah.

(laugh)

(laugh)

Jennifer: Yeah, I bet. That's hard for most people to understand.
I work night shifts, um, occasionally and, and even the people I
work for, you know, have no clue that because I work in the night
time, I need to sleep in the day time. You know, it makes you feel
somehow illicit or something, you know? (laugh) It's a weird
feeling. But um, and your husband, your first husband, where was he
employed?
Jan: He, well, he started out at the First National Bank. And then
he went to the Huntington Housing Authority. But um, he, he was
understanding.
Jennifer:

Hmmm.

Jan: When it come to that. He, he cooked an awful lot. And uh, he,
he wa-, he was good, I mean, I had no problem there as far as him
helpin' with the children an cookin'.
Jennifer:
Sure. And did he support you? I mean, did he it was a
good thing that you were working? (laugh) I mean, [inaudible]
Jan:

Oh, oh yes,

(laugh) he supported that (laugh).

Jennifer:
(laugh) Okay.
(laugh) Yeah. Okay.

(laugh)

To put it,

to put it mildly.

Jan: (laugh) The two incomes. Well, now when I first went to work,
I mean, we was doin' fine just on the one income, but uh, it was me
more so wanted more. I wanted to go to work because I wanted more.
Jennifer:

Yeah?

Jan:
'Cause at the time we just had an apartment. I'm the one
wanted the house, and uh, I just wanted better things.
Jennifer:

Mmm-hmm. Yeah.

Jan: Like we got the house, and we've always had two cars, and um,
but we always went on vacation, you know.
Jennifer:

Mmm-hmm.

Jan: This is things that I wanted, and I knew to get it I had to
go to work.
Jennifer:

Yep.

Jan:
So, ... but uh,
went to work.
Jennifer:
Jan:

as far as uh,

he was supportin' us before I

Mmm-hmm.

And like I said, but it was just on a, on a scale, on a lower

scale, and which I wanted more.
Jennifer:

Mmm-hmm. Mmm-hmm.

Jan:
And I didn't mind workin'. I had never mind workin'. Until
now. (laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

(laugh) Are you gettin' comfortable? (laugh) Oh dear.

(laugh)

Jennifer:

I could stay here all the time.

Oh, I bet.

Jan:
I could, but then again, but I'm startin' over again. New
husband, new f-, 'nother house, and everything.
Jennifer:

Is this another house? New?

Jan: Oh yeah. Yeah. I had my old house, but my new husband didn't
wanna move in it. (laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

(laugh)Oh, so this is his place?

Yeah, this is his place.

Jennifer:
I would love to have my own place. You rent,
you
rent forever and ever. It's a good feeling to have your own house.
Um, how did your parents feel about you working?
Jan:
Oh. It was fine with them. They was never once we um, uh,
become of age and got outta the house, they were one never to
interfere. They, they always supported us. You know, and um, they
always just thought I wasted a lotta money. (laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

I did. I wished I had a listened to 'em.

Jennifer:
Jan:

(laugh)

(laugh) That was your money though.

(laugh)
(laugh)

(laugh) Yeah, that's true.

Jennifer:
Hard-earned money. Did you, when you were workin' on
that line, I mean, did you, did you, what did you think about? Did
you ever go into like, I don't know, working um, doing that kinda
job, standing up, I mean, before you went into the crew leading,
uh, I mean, it musta been, I mean, did you, did you have to keep
your mind on what you were doing or did it get to the point where
you could do what _you were doing and your mind could wander or,
or ... ?
Jan: Oh yeah. After you was there a while, I mean, I've actually
packed 'em 'sleep.

Jennifer:

Yeah?

Jan:
I mean, I could (laugh) And when I first went there, I was
always concentratin' on what I was doin' and everything, and I
mean, I'm sure I didn't even know what was goin' on around me.
Tryin' to just concentrate on what I was doin', you know. But the-,
I've always wondered is there ever a end? When I first went there,
it was just like there was no end, I don't care how many bottles
you would take off, there was just still comin'.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah? Yeah. The only end was the end of your shift.

(laugh) There was never any end. That's true. But uh.

Jennifer:
I guess when you got crew leading, you had more like
definite, I mean, you got things accomplished and things were done,
you know.
Jan:
Yeah, and you uh, you could work at your own speed most of
the time. Sometime you had to rush. Um, and uh, you had more
freedom.
Jennifer:
Jan:

More pay. (laugh)

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

(laugh) Was it a big jump in pay?

We made 70 cent more on the hour.

Jennifer: That's about ... yeah ... had to adjust for the economy back
then, but I know that there was always good wages, period
throughout the factory and ...
Jan:
They were, yes, but no
overcompensated really. (laugh)
Jennifer:
Jan:

more

than

(laugh).

We

was

not

(laugh)

I mean, you think about it, the shift work and all.

Jennifer:
Yes,
[inaudible]

yes,

yes,

that's worth at least. .. you know ... a

Jan:
You know. That's all, I mean, by the time I would cook and
clean with three children, I, I didn't have any other life. I mean,
it was just goin' to work and comin' home.
Jennifer:
Yeah. And how were your weekends situated ... with that
shift business? Did that make the weekends seem shorter because ... ?
Jan:
Uhh, we hardly, we didn-, we worked, let me tell you the
percentage. We get five weekends off and worked 15 before we would

get another weekend off.
Jennifer:

Five.

Jan: Like I said, and then, there was just five Sundays. We would
get five Sundays off in a row.
Jennifer:
Jan:

And we had to work 15 more ...

Jennifer:
Jan:

Jan:

Weeks?
uh, Sundays ...

Jennifer:

Sundays .

... before we would get another one off.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Days?

... 15 more ...

Jennifer:

Jan:

Uh-huh.

Was that constant throughout the plant?

Mmm- hmm. Yeah.

Jennifer:

Wow.

Jan:
Yeah, so if I get five Sundays, I have to work the next 15
before I get another Sunday off.
Jennifer:
So you'd space those out according to ... Did you do a
lotta overtime work? Did you, were you ... ?
Jan: Uhh, the last, I done a lotta overtime work when I, after my
first divorce ...
Jennifer:

Hmmm. Yeah.

Jan:
... because um, I still had the house, car, you know,
still one son at home. I done a lotta overtime then.
Jennifer:

and

Yeah.

Jan:
Probly
overtime.

up

until

the

time

I

remarried,

I

done

a

lotta

Jennifer:
'Cause um, a lotta people where I work um, do a lotta
overtime when they' re in between um, I mean, part of it's the
economic crisis, but I think part of it too is, you know, immersing
oneself in something familiar and um, productive. (laugh) You know,
guaranteed productive. Work as an escape. Hmm. (paper rattles) So
what haven't I asked you about? Oh, you were you there then in the

1969 strike? Were you in the unions? Unions? Were you in the union?
I mean, you were in it, but ...
Jan:

Uh, yes, but uh, ...

Jennifer:

Were you involved in it?

Jan: ... I wasn't involved in the strike because that's when I was
on pregnancy leave.
Jennifer:
Jan:

Ohh, okay.

So uh, I didn't have to walk the picket line ... [inaudible]

Jennifer: There were ... separate male and female locals for a long
time, right? Do you have any idea why that was?
Jan:

(laugh)

Jennifer:

Why they organized that way?

Jan:
I guess to it was because the women were only in one
department at the time. You know, but uh, it wasn't only two
locals, they had, they had three or four locals which was crazy.
Then they combined 'em all except we still end up with the mold
shop and the hot end and selectors. We still didn't have but three
locals. We probly had ... (mumble) ... at least four or five down
there ...
Jennifer:

Yeah. That's bewildering ... (laugh)

Jan:
That's why, that's why still when the plant closed, the
selectin' the lowest rate of pay. You know, that's because that's
where all the women were.
Jennifer: Mmm-hmm. And they were segregated according to gender in
the union.
Jan:

Right.

Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan: And uh, even after they integrated the unions like that, they
still, we still had skilled labor as our presidents and everything.
And uh, they never got us the raises they got. Never. Just like
that last contract,
they got a hundred dolla-,
I mean a
hundred,they got a dollar right off top more on the hour.
Jennifer:
Jan:

This the ...

Skilled labor.

Jennifer:

Skilled labor. Mmm-hmm. Mmm-hmm.

Jan:

And they got us a quarter.(laugh)

Jennifer:
Jan:

So, I mean, who- ...

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah, yeah. What do ...

We could never catch up with them. (laugh)

Jennifer:
Jan:

(laugh)

(laugh)

I mean, you know, we couldn't ...

Jennifer:

Oh dear.

Jan: And even after that, like, you know, every six months, every
year, like okay they got a dollar right off. And we got a quarter.
And the next time we got a raise, we would get a quarter, 35 cents.
Well, they would always get a quarter, 35 cent also. So, I mean,
there was some catch in there, I mean.
Jennifer:

Mmm-hmm.

Jan: And if they could get them a dollar, why, why couldn't they
get us a dollar?
Jennifer:
Jan:

Right, right.

You know. So that's how it was.

Jennifer:

Yeah, yeah. Well.

Jan: But you's talkin' 'bout how, how uh, the men would move up.
Now, just like when I become a crew leader, I had to bid on it, and
I had to be trained and everything, but before that, if it was just
some man that they liked or anything, they would just choose 'em
and make them a crew leader.
Jennifer: Well, at the same time you had to, I mean, this is the
same period of time. Did you ever say anything? Did anyone ever say
anything? Besides Opal Mann? (laugh)
Jan:
(laugh) We all would say somethin', but 'at was just it. It
didn't go, I mean, we was just talkin' amongst ourselves. But as
sayin' somethin' to the right people, no.
Jennifer:
Was it a fear or just you got "Oh, we can't change
anything anyway" or ... ?
Jan: I don't think it was fear. I think it was more bein' ignorant
to our, our, like I said, more so bein' ignorant. Maybe not knowin'
where to go or what to do.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Sure, sure.

Or just expectin' we know we wasn't gonna get anymore.

Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jan: No, it was a lott-, a lotta, especially the women down there
that they don't like to make waves. They just want everything
just. ..
Jennifer:
Yeah. There's a lotta that. Um, you just gotta wonder
what they're afraid of.
Jan: Well, just like, now some of 'em, they had had so many years
down there, and all they wanted to do was get their time in and get
out.
Jennifer:

Yeah. They didn't want to jeopardize that, certainly.

Jan:
It's change. A lotta 'em just don't want change. They just
wanna go along with the way things are.
Jennifer: Are you pretty open to change? Do you feel, do you feel
to be, yourself, to be open to change or ... ?
Jan:

Oh yeah, I, I think I am.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

Jennifer:
Jan:

Yeah.

You seem to be.

(laugh)

Jennifer: (laugh)
Jan: I mean, that's like yes, I am, 'cause even when I bidded on
the crew leader's job, you know, like I said, I only had uh, ...
Jennifer:

10 years.

Jan:
... the 1 0 years service, and uh, they said some of 'em
laughed, you know, thought it was a joke. And everything. And
didn't think I was gonna be serious about it. You know. But ..
Jennifer:

You won. You won. I imagine that was important.

Jan: So what do yo'u think? (laugh) I'm sure there's somethin' I've
left out.
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Jennifer:
(laugh) Oh I know,
I know. There's so much, I can't.
There is a lot. Well, great. Thank you very much. (laugh)
Jan:

(laugh)

